
Smarteeva Troubleshooting/Intake (TI) application is focused on the 
management of device failure data intake, troubleshooting processes 

and root-cause investigations.  With Smarteeva TI organizations can 
consistently guide customers through device issues and fixes while 

continuously improving troubleshooting steps and having it available 
in real time.

Smarteeva TI is built on the first artificial intelligence (AI) cloud based 

software platform that provides solutions in support of the Device 
Relationship Management (DRM) lifecycle. DRM software enables the 

monitoring, managing, and servicing of medical devices. 
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§ Troubleshooting made easy

§ Consistent customer response

§ Accurate information provided to 

customers

§ Sophisticated decision trees

§ Fast configuration and deployment

§ Multiple environments from Sandbox to 

Development, Validation and Production

§ Continuous innovation

§ Reduced Manual Efforts 

SMARTEEVA TI



Smateeva’s TI - Solution
A closer look at features and functions

Smarteeva’s Device Relationship Management Troubleshooting & Intake 
solution provides medical device companies with the ability to collect intake 
data for all of their devices at the source.

▪️ Intelligent design
▪️ AI Ready 
▪️ Tailored to your 

Product

Functional Areas

Features

▪️ Smart Layout design 
with Error prevention

▪️ Case collection
▪️ Decision tree

▪️ Intelligent data 
collection

▪️ Part 11 Compliance
▪️ e-signature

▪️ Product Assessments
▪️ Questionnaires
▪️ Field Service

▪️ Install Base 
Management 

▪️ Real Time Device 
Tracking

▪️ Post market Surveys

▪️ Customer Service & 
Troubleshooting

▪️ Patient data collection
▪️ Clinical Data 

Collection

51%

44%

Breakthrough innovation

Enhancing existing product lines and services

Figure 1: Which of the following best describes your organization’s primary 
strategy for pursuing innovation?

Source: Forbes survey, January 2015



The Benefit of Smarteeva TI
Benefits	of	the	Smarteeva

Smarteeva TI provides the ability to run through a smart workflow powered by 

the system’s algorithm so a case can be troubleshot, resolved, escalated, and 
recorded.  Smarteeva is designed to be interactive and it can allow customers to 

run through an algorithm without needing to call the customer service line.

▪️ Centralize you organizations entire device troubleshooting knowledge across all 
employees and ensure updates and improvements are implemented in real time.

▪️ Your employees and your customers can access Smarteeva TI anywhere on any device.

▪️ Properly support intelligent medical devices that have combined hardware and 
software built in.

▪️ Troubleshooting intake efficiency is maximized which in turn reduces device downtimes.

▪️ Improves efficiency and quality of customer device support.

▪️ Smarteeva TI utilizes our intelligent configurable workflow capabilities.

▪️ Maximize adherence to company processes and reduce costly lag with data collection

▪️ Smarteeva offers lower up-front implementation costs and more predictable IT 
spending.

▪️ Eliminates the need for costly upgrades and maintenance.

▪️ This lightweight, web-accessed solution accelerates deployment, with minimal burden 
on your IT department.

▪️ Smarteeva is built on a user-friendly platform and it takes less time to train your staff.

▪️ Each release of the DRM Solution includes a Validation Package with all of the 
supporting documentation.

▪️ No new hardware or downloads are needed when performing upgrades.

Benefits


